Notes 5.1.2019
Rebuilding East Ninth Team Meeting
Mandy, KT, Alex met with Mona about her project and her budget. She’s doing a
mural on Dragon’s Hoard building. KT is giving her some details about how to
budget on paint, primer, etc.
Mandy is going to set up a day to be here for a couple hours to meet with people
before the next round of proposals is due.
Mandy met with Karl Ramberg. Mandy told him that he needs community
involvement. He wants to teach people to carve and make things. Karl turned in his
proposal yesterday.
Team meeting at 6pm. 6-7 we will set seating in clusters for people who can’t stand.
Alex will bring up chairs, set up projector and mic early so we don’t need to worry
on this. Mandy wants to say something from the group. KT thinks we should include
Community Based Art explanation. Mandy will introduce jurors, and explain that we
didn’t choose the winning projects. Mandy will introduce the project team and tell
who we are. Contracts will be signed next week. Art will start right away you
probably won’t start seeing artwork for several months.
Alex should email Richard Renner about incorporating history of porch concerts.
Have people talk about the first porch concerts. He could have images of the people
who performed and their history after that. He could talk to Michael Bradley, or any
of the Resident specialists.
Nick Carswell is playing at LAC with Maria the Mexican on Saturday the 11th. Alex is
calling Frank to set up a meeting with him on Friday.
Mandy wanted to know if people will have the proposals online on our website. We
will put a summary of each chosen proposals on our website. Mandy will put a
camera on a tripod and record the presentations.
Mandy is going to meet with people on Tuesday who need help. Mandy will have
hard copies of payment info for the meeting on Thursday party. Mandy will make a
big thing that says rebuildingeastninth.com – that we can put above or below the
projector.

